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Arduinos! Pis! Circuit Playgrounds!

Microcontrollers are all the buzz, and have become both low-
cost and easily accessible to people of all skill levels. Online 
tutorials about, and a wealth of resources are now available for 
anyone to get started, build projects with sensors and displays, 
and build up to sophisticated applications.  Arduinos are 
ubiquitous, and websites such as Adafruit and SparkFun sell 
accessible kits and offer many programming examples.

So why this course?

•It is for students who do not have the pre-requisites to 
take more in-depth microcontroller and embedded 
systems courses such as ECE4180, ME4405
•It is for students who can build projects and download 
code examples on their own time, but want to learn more 
about basic concepts in programming micro controllers 
that are not typically taught when using interpreted or 
scripted languages like Matlab and Python

• Pre-requisite: CS13XX - any GT 3-hour intro programming course

How is it taught?

• 1 credit, letter grade
• Studio format — approximately 1 hour of lecture and 1 hour of lab per week (but it 

will vary with the week and material)
• Homework are take-home coding projects, class is lecture and demo
• Grading: take-home assignments and submitted code

What will be taught? Using compilers, variable declarations and scope, internal memory 
representation of different data types, compiler directives, basics of reading and writing 
digital and analog data to ports, bitmaps and registers. This material will be taught by 
deconstructing commonly used “beginner” programs. The objective is for the student 
to be a more knowledgeable coder and not just a code copier!  While this course is 
not focused on building projects and prototypes, a microcontroller and associated 
components (LEDs, switch, display) will be used.

What do I need? There is no text. You will be required to purchase a micro controller 
and some associated supplies, total cost will be less than $40.

Questions? Dr. Robert Butera (rbutera@gatech.edu)


